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ABOUT THE 
AIHR ACADEMY

With the HR Analytics Academy we 

teach the skills that you need in order 

to succeed in the field of People 

Analytics. By teaching you to leverage 

the power of data, we enable you to 

claim the strategic impact that you 

deserve.

People Analytics is about leveraging data in 

order to make better informed (data-driven) 

people decisions. Decisions which in the end 

drive better outcomes for both the business 

and employees.

Online learning portal

All of our courses and masterclasses are 

delivered through the online learning portal. 

They are self-paced and the lessons are pre-

recorded so that you can learn whenever and 

wherever it’s most convenient. By placing 

you in the driver’s seat we enable you to 

optimize your own learning curve and 

complete each course at your own pace.

Practical bite-sized lessons

The practical nature of our courses and the 

way they are structured is what sets us apart.

Our lessons are bite-sized and conveniently 

split up into several modules. Within each 

module you will typically find a combination 

of 3 – 4 video lessons, a short quiz, reading 

materials that provide extra context, a piece 

of bonus content, and a practical assignment 

that will help you put your new skills into 

practice.
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OVERVIEW

7 Self-paced
Modules 

Duration

Transform your career by preparing yourself 

for a truly strategic role. As the HR Analytics 

Leader, you will be heading the 

implementation of data-driven HR practices 

throughout your organization and become 

the most important link between HR and ‘the 

business’.

By determining the impact of people-related 

decisions and policies, you show business 

leaders which levers they need to pull in 

order to boost business performance – a 

unique skill that will benefit both your 

organization and your career.

English

language

Yes

Certificate

18
PDCs

16.5 
Credits

12
Months

FRAMEWORK

SHRM HRCI Access

COURSE OVERVIEW
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26 Video 
lessons

Paper and 
digital 
certificates 
upon 
completion

Reading 
materials & 
Bonus content

Quizzes and 
Practical 
Assignments

30-day 
money back 
guarantee

▶ No prior knowledge is required in order to 

be eligible for admission to the HR 

Analytics Leader program.

▶ The program is typically attended by 

people with a bachelor’s or master’s 

degree and between 3 – 10 years of (HR-

related) work experience. 

▶ The average student works for an 

organization with more than 10.000 

employees (at a minimum 500 employees).

ADMISSION

WHAT YOU GET
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* The course is also relevant if you don’t 

aspire any specific role but simply want to 

acquire more in-depth knowledge about 

this exciting new field.

If you are a committed 

newcomer starting from 

scratch and ready to set up 

an  HR analytics function 

without wasting time trying 

to figure it out on your own

If you are a data-savvy HR 

professional and want to 

make your organization 

more data-driven

STUDENTS

The HR Analytics Leader course is designed 

for anyone interested in preparing for the 

role of an HR analytics leader, HR analytics 

consultant or any role similar to these.

In fact, you will learn how to start embedding 

data-driven HR practices within your 

organization.

If you recognize yourself in one of the four 

personas below, this course is certainly the 

right fit for you:

If you are a statistician or 

data scientist and want to 

learn more about the 

business and (project) 

management side of HR 

analytics

If you recognize the need 

for more data-driven HR 

policies and practices and 

want to pioneer this within 

your organization

WHO SHOULD 
TAKE THIS COURSE
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Be able to lead an HR analytics team or 
develop an analytics function from 
scratch

Acquire the relevant knowledge to 
coordinate and communicate with 
stakeholders such as data analysts, IT 
and other specialists

Learn about the various applications of 
analytics and develop an internal 
business case for your organization

Learn the basics of the ETL (extract, 
transform, load), analytics, statistics, 
and data mining process

Know where to extract (HR) data, 
common data formats, tools, and how 
to work with data

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Acquire detailed knowledge of every 
step in the ‘HR Analytics cycle’ and 
learn to manage the process from front 
to back

Learn the basics of HR data and how 
HR adds value through analytics
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Oliver Kasper – Director HR Processes, Systems & Metrics at Swarovski Crystal

"I attended the HR Analytics Academy and it has been a great experience. The 

courses offer all you need to get a sound picture of HR analytics. The lessons and 

all the additional readings are very well prepared and selected. 

Especially the pragmatic approach and rich selection of examples make the 

courses very useful. The journey brings you step by step to the next level. I would 

recommend the HR Analytics Leader course to any person that wants to move 

into HR analytics."

Craig Cracraft– HRIS system analyst at Realpage, Inc.

I recommend the HR Analytics Leader program to anyone whose career is 

moving toward HR Analytics, either as their primary or secondary role. The 

course taught me how to assess which Analytics are most relevant to the 

business

For example, I am now keeping a closer eye on the health of my business. Stock 

prices, quarterly goals, operational pain-points...these are drivers of Analytics 

that silently breach into the HR space.”

Karolina Glogowska – Reporting Specialist at Vector Synergy

“I would highly recommend the HR Analytics Leader course to any HR 

professional who would like to improve their organization and support various 

stakeholders by providing valuable, actionable insights based on data.

The course enabled me to move forward with further implementations of HR 

Analytics best practices and to tackle specific challenges that my organization 

is facing. It’s very well structured and based on solid academic knowledge. 

Substance over form in a very user-friendly way.”

TESTIMONIALS
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ERIK VAN VULPEN

Erik van Vulpen is the founder of Analytics in HR (AIHR). He is an 

expert in connecting HR processes to business results through 

qualitative and quantitative methods and globally recognized as 

one of the top thought leaders in the field. Erik is a regular speaker 

at conferences, he’s trained hundreds of HR leadership teams to 

apply data-driven HR and analytics in their organization. He also 

teaches at Utrecht University (The Netherlands) and graduated in 

Law, Psychology (hons.) and Business Administration (hons.).

LYNDON SUNDMARK

While the recognition of the applicability of People Analytics to HR 

management has been fairly recent, the building blocks to do this 

have been evolving for decades. In that vein, Lyndon 

Sundmark provides a seasoned perspective and a wealth of 

practical knowledge and ideas to People Analytics. His HR work, 

which started out as human resource planning analysis in the 80s, 

has always sought to encourage HR to be ‘data-driven’.

WHO YOU WILL 
LEARN FROM
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▶ 1: HR Analytics 101

⁃ Understand the characteristics of HR analytics

⁃ Explain the strategic focus for HR analytics

⁃ Describe several problems facing HR analytics

▶ 2: Challenges within HR Analytics

⁃ Understand whether HR Analytics is big data

⁃ Describe common pitfalls of HR Analytics project

⁃ Explain how to solve problems with HR Analytics

▶ 3: Skillsets

⁃ Describe the 5 most important skills required

⁃ Understand the skills needed in a HR analytics team

⁃ Explain the skillsets needed in different stages of the HR analytics 

process

▶ Bonus: Skillset Assessment

▶ Course & Reading Materials

INTRODUCTION TO HR ANALYTICS

MODULE 1

WHAT YOU WILL 
LEARN
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▶ 4: Challenges

⁃ Describe the major challenges facing HR analytics

⁃ Understand the future of HR analytics

⁃ Explain how HR analytics will solve these challenges

▶ 5: Maturity

⁃ Understand the HR analytics maturity model

⁃ Explain employee life cycles and employee experiences

⁃ Describe performance- and succession management

▶ 6: Agile HR Analytics

⁃ Explain the people analytics cycle

⁃ Understand the agile framework

⁃ Connect agile principles with HR challenges

▶ 7: Start with a Question 

⁃ Understand strategic business concerns

⁃ Explain which HR challenges should be prioritized

⁃ Describe how to find a relevant issue

▶ Assignment: Leading Change

▶ Course & Reading Materials

CONSULTING THE BUSINESS

MODULE 2
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▶ 8: Variables

⁃ Explain the effects between (in)dependent variables and control variables

⁃ Describe the impact of a moderator variable

⁃ Understand how a mediator can affect the outcome

▶ 9: Proving Analytics’ Value by using the HR Value Chain

⁃ Understand how the HR Value Chain works

⁃ Describe how the HR Value Chain can be used to achieve business 

outcomes from HR

⁃ Explain how HR processes work in conjunction with HR outcomes and 

organizational outcomes

▶ 10: Applying the HR Value Chain in Real Life

⁃ Describe how you should start with a relevant business challenge

⁃ Understand what the first steps are after defining the business problem

⁃ Explain how you can create measurable and impactful metrics to measure 

HR effectiveness 

▶ 11: 11 Examples of Analytics Cases

⁃ Describe factors that drive employee turnover

⁃ Explain the link between engagement and performance

⁃ Understand the principles that drive absenteeism

BUILDING THE BUSINESS CASE

MODULE 3
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▶ 13: Implementation

⁃ Understand how to manage data and automate it

⁃ Describe the importance of a pilot analysis

⁃ Explain capability & compliance building of HR analytics

▶ 14: HR Data I

⁃ Describe what HRIS is not

⁃ Explain the different tools HR analytics can use

⁃ Understand the advantages of data warehousing

HR DATA

MODULE 4

▶ 12: Building the Business Case for HR Analytics

⁃ Understand the link between diversity and innovativeness

⁃ Explain the relationship between innovation and revenue

⁃ Describe how education does not translate into leadership

▶ Bonus: How Diversity Makes Teams More Innovative

⁃ Understand the link between diversity and innovativeness

⁃ Explain the relationship between innovation and revenue

⁃ Describe how education does not translate into leadership

▶ Bonus: Interview Alec Levenson

⁃ Understand how to prioritize HR analytics projects

⁃ Explain the competitive edge HR analytics brings

⁃ How to add value to the organization as an HR analyst

▶ Course & Reading Materials
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▶ 16: Data & Metrics

⁃ Explain the purpose of HR metrics/data

⁃ Understand the three categories of performance

⁃ Describe the performance of several HR operations

▶ 17: Efficient Metrics

⁃ Describe the analytics ascendency model 

⁃ Understand when metrics are inefficient

⁃ Explain why efficient metrics should be automated

▶ 18: Data Cleaning

⁃ Create several descriptive statistics in R

⁃ Understand how to clean HR data in R

⁃ Transform HR data into plots and graphs in R

DATA CLEANING & HR METRICS

MODULE 5

▶ 15: HR Data II

⁃ Describe what HR reporting is useful for

⁃ Explain the different tools HR analytics can use

⁃ Understand data cubes and late arriving data

▶ Bonus: Q&A

⁃ Understand why HR analytics is not fully adopted yet

⁃ Describe the costs of HR analytics implementation

⁃ Explain how you can identify the right data to answer your 

HR analytics questions

▶ Course & Reading Materials
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▶ 20: HR Analytics Maturity

⁃ Explain the link between complexity and maturity

⁃ Understand the four different maturity levels

⁃ Describe what is needed in each maturity level

▶ 21: Correlation Analysis

⁃ Understand the characteristics of a correlation analysis

⁃ Utilize SPSS to do a correlation analysis

⁃ Explain how control variables influence a correlation

▶ 22: Regression Analysis

⁃ Understand the characteristics of a regression analysis

⁃ Utilize SPSS to do a regression analysis

⁃ Learn how to add control variables in a regression

▶ 23: Data Before Hypothesis?

⁃ Understand the common pitfalls of data

⁃ Describe the confusion matrix

⁃ Explain how data will be used in the future

▶ Bonus: Statistics Quiz

▶ Course & Reading Materials

STATISTICS IN HR

MODULE 6

▶ 19: Creating HR Metrics

⁃ Understand the four group levels within organizations

⁃ Explain how to create the link between CSFs and KPIs

⁃ Describe how to transform strategic goals to HR metrics

▶ Course & Reading Materials
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▶ 24: Predictive Analytics

⁃ Understand how predictive analytics work

⁃ Describe the use of machine learning in HR analytics

⁃ Explain the difference between predictive & regression analyses

▶ 25: Reporting & Advising

⁃ Describe the 4 rules of reporting HR analytics

⁃ Understand the mindset in reporting HR analytics

⁃ Explain the importance of data visualization

▶ 26: Data Visualization

⁃ Understand why design is important in reporting

⁃ Explain how to put insights into perspective

⁃ Describe the basic principles of information design

▶ Bonus: Interview Max Blumberg

⁃ The role of data scientists within HR analytics

⁃ The best use of HR analytic software

⁃ Explain the future of HR analytics

▶ Course & Reading Materials

▶ Final Assignment

REPORTING INSIGHTS

MODULE 7
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How Florent Transformed His Career

Back in March 2018, Florent enrolled in the HR Analytics Academy. He had been 

working in the banking industry for over 10 years, during which he held various 

senior management positions at JP Morgan, BNP Paribas, and Credit Agricole.

Not having any background in HR, he was eager for a change and decided to 

launch his career in HR Analytics. After he enrolled, things started moving quickly.

Shortly after completing the courses he landed his next job as HR Analytics 

Specialist at Societe Generale. Here’s what Florent said after landing his new job:

STUDENT SUCCESS 
STORIES

"Not from HR background, I have developed a passion for People Development (Talent 

Acquisition, Engagement, Retention…) through my job exposure as a Manager. Moreover, 

with some basics and interest in Analytics and Statistics, I have always been intrigued how 

to maximize Business efficiency with the optimization of the Human Capital element.

In a search for a career opportunity in HR and willing to equip myself in HR analytics, I 

decided to enroll to both Strategic HR Metrics and HR Analytics Lead Trainings provided 

online by AIHR. While the Strategic HR Metrics introduced me to some key concepts on HR 

Metrics, strategic positioning and the HR value chain, the HR Analytics Lead course 

provided a detailed and pragmatic methodology to set-up HR Analytics function in your 

company. 

Whether you are from HR and want to be part of an HR Analytics journey, or not from an 

HR background and eager to develop personally and/or professionally in this strategic field 

of HR, I believe the HR Analytics Lead course will provide you with the flexibility and Tools 

to reach your objectives."

Florent Maire – HR Analytics Specialist at Societe Generale
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How Jaana became a People Analytics Consultant

One of our first students back in 2017 when we launched the HR 

Analytics Leader course was Jaana. She had been working in financial 

administration for many years and was eager to make a career shift.

After being a loyal reader of the AIHR blog, Jaana decided that she 

wanted to launch her career in people analytics. Yearning to start 

developing a new skillset, she signed up for our HR Analytics Leader 

course.

Not long after completing the course Jaana started to freelance as a 

People Analytics Consultant. She now works for CGI, one of world’s 

leading IT consulting firms to develop HR Analytics and Metrics 

solutions.

Here’s what Jaana said after completing the HR Analytics Leader 

program:

"If you’re interested in diving into HR analytics, but don't know how or where to start, I 

recommend enrolling in the HR Analytics Lead course. The course gives you an overview on 

the possibilities of HR analytics, versatile examples, action points how to initialize such a 

project, and concrete tools to begin people analytics in your organization.

If you don't have previous experience in HR or analytics, it doesn't matter. Coming from 

financial administration, I had neither but learned very quickly during this course. Now I 

have the competencies and capabilities to identify, develop and implement HR 

analytics either internally or as an outside consultant. Through taking this course, so could 

you!"

Jaana Saramies – People Analytics Consultant at CGI
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OUR ALUMNI WORK AT
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Receive a personalized approach to online 

education that ensures you’re supported by 

the HR Analytics Academy throughout your 

learning journey. 

YOUR SUCCESS 
TEAM

Head Learning Facilitator

A subject matter expert from the HR 

Analytics Academy who’ll guide you 

through content-related challenges  

Global Support Team

This team is here to solve your tech-

related and administrative queries 

and concerns

Success Manager

Your dedicated support rep at the HR 

Analytics Academy, available during 

business hours to resolve technical and 

administrative challenges
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FAQ

The demand for data-savvy HR professionals and in particular HR 

Analytics professionals far exceeds the current supply.

The HR Analytics Leader course offers the opportunity to develop in-

demand HR analytics skills and launch (or advance) your career in this 

exciting new field. By the end of the program, you will have a solid 

knowledge of HR analytics and will be ready to specialize further in the 

field. Furthermore, you will have created a plan to start implementing 

data-driven HR practices within your organization and possess the 

skills necessary to head the implementation.

Why should I enroll?

This course qualifies you for a wide array of HR analytics related 

roles such as HR Analytics Lead(er), HR Analytics Consultant, 

HR Analytics Manager, Director of Workforce Analytics.

Thanks to the solid foundation this course offers, it is also the 

perfect starting point to specialize further for roles such as HRIS 

Analyst, HR Data Analyst, or HR Data Scientist.

What are the job perspectives?

On average, students take 18 hours to complete the HR 

Analytics Leader course. 

How long will it take to complete this course?
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If you are someone who recognizes the need for more data-driven decision 

making in HR, or if you are interested in becoming an HR Analytics 

Leader/Manager/Director, this course is ideal for you.

Also consider this course if you are a committed newcomer to the field 

starting from scratch and are ready to set up an analytics function without 

wasting years and money trying to figure it out on your own.

In short, the HR Analytics Leader course is designed for anyone interested 

in preparing for the role of an HR analytics leader/manager, HR analytics 

consultant or any role similar to these.

If you’re not sure this course is the right fit, please visit our website and 

schedule a call with one of our admissions advisors.

Is this course the right fit for me?

No. We’ll monitor your progress along the way and intervene if 

necessary. You’ll end the course by completing a practical assignment 

that will help you bring your newly developed skills into practice.

Do I need to pass an exam to finish the course?

There are no prerequisites for this course. No prior 

knowledge is required.

Are there any prerequisites?
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ENROLL
NOW

Go to www.hranalyticsacademy.com

SHR

STEP

1

Select the HR Analytics Leader program and 
click the Enroll button

STEP

2

Fill out your billing address and payment 
details

STEP

3

Create your student account

STEP

4

Start learning

STEP

5
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If you have any questions or rather talk to one of our admissions advisors, please 
send us an email at support@analyticsinhr.com and we’ll get back to you ASAP
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Contact us

E-mail: support@analyticsinhr.com
Address: Analytics in HR B.V.

516 Blaak
3011TA Rotterdam
The Netherlands

Enroll now www.hranalyticsacademy.com


